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Climate is relentless bully. Stormy winds and rain attacks can damage your homeâ€™s valuable area. It
is difficult to protect the vulnerable areas of your home roof against weather. Therefore to protect
your home roof from the brunt of weather attacks, use step flashing replace services. It protects
your roofâ€™s valuable area from rain, snow and moisture attacks.

There are several reasons for roof flashing damage. The most common reason is improper
installation of roof steps. Improper arrangement of roof tiles causes leaking of wall. Most of the time
roofers forgot to fix the step which creates a gap and leads to roof leakage.

Roof step flashing is used to prevent roof water from entering the home. It is used on the surface of
the shingle when it meets a vertical termination such as wall. Step flashing integrated with the
shingles and prevent water from entering between the shingle and the wall. The term flashing refers
to material; it can be plastic, rubber, steel, aluminum or copper.

Roof step flashing is a process of installing flashing which requires close attention and proper water
management of the roof. It is a simple and practical process. This critical process requires a small
metal sheet which is bent at a 90 degree angle and places it beneath each line of shingle and up
against the wall. It allows a little space between the wall and shingle to prevent crumpling.  Step
flashing sends water back onto the shingle and if one piece of step flashing fails then it starts the
same process again.

Whenever you find damaged step flashing, it is essential that you repair it quickly to prevent water
from entering the home. Best step flashing technique offers you far better protection from roof leaks.
Proper flashing technique allows free flow of water down the roof and prevents it from entering the
home. It ensures you a weather tight sealing against the elements like snow, rain and moisture.
Roof leaks are very difficult to repair. Proper flashing installation provides you a leak free roof in any
condition. The flashing should go up the roof a minimum of three inches and tie into the roofing tile
and under the house wrap on the wall for best roofing step flashing replace practices.
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